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Human Resources Intelligence Partner for Taleo Clients

● Minimize time & investment in integrating your tech stack
Native-for-Taleo, pre-built integrations reduce time to implement, cost of IT ownership, and client effort 
for coordination with Taleo updates and changes, maximizing AI impact and quality.

● In-house Taleo integration engineers and implementation consultants
Every client is supported by HiredScoreʼs in-house team of Taleo engineer, product, data science, and 
delivery consultants to ensure a seamless process from kick-off to go-live and post-launch support.

● Proprietary, automated integration delivery & monitoring platform for easy launch 
Deep bi-directional, real-time integration allows for seamless delivery process with minimal client work 
(10-15 hours in total HRIS/IT time from kick-off to launch), easy AI maintenance post-launch, and continual 
two-way communications and updates to maintain Taleo record quality & updates.

Unlock unprecedented screening efficiency 

Fully connect & utilize your HR tech stack
HiredScoreʼs Nucleus connected layer improves data flows, work processes, and cross-system 
automation capabilities for Taleo partners and non-partner systems, data, and actions.

Surface past applicants when theyʼre likely to apply
Instantly Fetch the most relevant talent for every req, with talent-conversion prediction, qualifications 
verification, and bias-mitigation, increasing your sourcing capacity by 3x. 

Leverage fully compliant AI

Pre-built, Native HiredScore AI Solutions for Taleo
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The HiredScore & Taleoʼs deep, bi-directional integration enables you to maximize your existing 
technology investment faster to hire more fairly and efficiently. 

Efficiently prioritize applicants based on their qualifications and the job description is directly within 
Taleo. HiredScore grades populate instantly upon candidate application, maintaining Taleo as your 
system of record. 

Combining best-in-class Taleo systems with fully explainable, bias-mitigating HiredScore AI enables the 
most compliant global companies to progress HR transformations without risk and with legal approval. 
Highly customized and globally-local HiredScore AI, available in 150 countries, improves local Taleo 
satisfaction and adoption, reducing local solution add-ons for unique hiring markets (i.e. China & Brazil).
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